Subject: Public Comment: 3 - Orange
From: Daralie Hamilton <daralie.hamilton@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 28 Jul 2011 15:54:49 +0000
To: daralie.hamilton@gmail.com

Message Body:
Splitting Huntington Beach into two separate Assembly Districts does nothing to preserve the efforts this community has put forth to build a one-community spirit of giving, helping, volunteering, working, recreating, living together for our over 100 year history. WE ARE A BEACH COMMUNITY AND DO NOT WISH TO BE SPLIT!!

--
This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
Subject: Do not Split Huntington Beach, CA

Message Body:
I am a business and home owner in Huntington Beach. Huntington Beach is the fourth largest city in Orange County and we do not what to loose our vote as a City!

Do not Split Huntington Beach, CA into two separate districts.

Thank you,
Darryl Santa

--
This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
Subject: Public Comment: 3 - Orange
From: David Whitmire <david.whitmire@citizensredistricting.com>
Date: Fri, 29 Jul 2011 00:26:34 +0000
To: [Recipients]

From: David Whitmire <david.whitmire@citizensredistricting.com>
Subject: Against the splitting of HB

Message Body:
Hello,

Please do not split Huntington Beach in your plan. This will make our great city lose its representation in both the house and senate. Our city is too important and must have clear representation. This plan makes no sense. Please consider keeping our city whole.

--
This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
Subject: Public Comment: 3 - Orange
From: Dawn Lee Foreman <dforeman6@cox.net>
Date: Thu, 28 Jul 2011 22:35:36 +0000
To: 

From: Dawn Lee Foreman <dforeman6@cox.net>,
Subject: Splitting Huntington Beach

Message Body:
I am totally against splitting Huntington Beach. We are an active community most of us that live here love our city. I have lived here for 27 years and I do not want to see this happen. We need our own representation.

--
This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
Subject: Huntington Beach Split?

Message Body:
I do not feel that any split of Huntington Beach is in the best interests of its residents or businesses. How can our city be represented equally and fairly if we have two sets of elected officials to represent us? I strongly urge the commission to reconsider splitting up a city of 200,000 residents!

--
This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
Subject: Public Comment: 3 - Orange
From: Domenic Iorfino <domenic.iorfino@citizenscommission.org>
Date: Thu, 28 Jul 2011 23:46:14 +0000
To: 

From: Domenic Iorfino <domenic.iorfino@citizenscommission.org>
Subject: District Lines

Message Body:
This re-drawing of district lines would split my home and my business. Being in one distrist was one of the reasons I live where I do. Splitting the district would compromise my vote and split my community. This redistricting is truely a bad idea and should be re-evaluated.

--
This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
Subject: Public Comment: 3 - Orange
From: Donna Mitas <donna.mitas@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 29 Jul 2011 02:29:01 +0000
To:      

From: Donna Mitas <donna.mitas@gmail.com>
Subject: Splitting Huntington Beach

Message Body:
It does not work in the favor of Huntington Beach to have our city split. Why would you want to split the city? We do not need four people trying to make sure that the city is represented. It is hard enough having two people that listen to the needs of the people. We don't need two more. Keep Huntington Beach whole.

--
This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
Subject: Public Comment: 3 - Orange
From: "Dr. Kathy Warren" <[redacted]>
Date: Thu, 28 Jul 2011 22:28:41 +0000
To: [redacted]

From: Dr. Kathy Warren <[redacted]>
Subject: Split Huntington Beach's Representation??

Message Body:
4th largest city in Orange County being reduced in representation in state senate and assembly, by splitting Huntington Beach into 2 different districts and not having our own representation- bad move, strongly disagree!

--
This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
From: Dustin Parker

Subject: Splitting the lines in Huntington Beach, CA

Message Body:
It is inappropriate to split the City of HB in half at this very late point in time.

Especially due to the amount Huntington Beach brings in so much with Surfing!

--
This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
Subject: Public Comment: 3 - Orange
From: Elayn Ward <elaward@citizensredistricting.org>
Date: Thu, 28 Jul 2011 23:52:57 +0000
To: Huntington Beach CA

From: Elayn Ward <elaward@citizensredistricting.org>
Subject: Huntington Beach CA

Message Body:
Huntington Beach will lose its representation in both houses in the state legislature.
As the fourth largest city in Orange County we need to have a vote! It is inappropriate to split the City of HB in half at this very late point in time.

--
This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
July 25, 2011

SENT VIA EMAIL AND U.S. MAIL
Citizens Redistricting Commission
901 P Street, Suite 154-A
Sacramento, CA 95814

Dear California Redistricting Commission Members:

On July 8, 2011 I wrote to you (enclosed) regarding past gerrymanders that have utilized Orange County residents to bolster the populations of districts based in adjoining counties all to the detriment of Orange County's fair share of political representation.

I had planned on thanking you in person on Friday, July 22, for your efforts in creating the "assembly socal" map which was introduced on July 13 and appears to provide Orange County with adequate proportional representation. Unfortunately, due to the cancellation of my flight to Sacramento I was unable to attend the California Redistricting Commission meeting.

In regards to the Orange County Senate districts, it appears that in map "senate socal" created on July 13, an attempt had been made to "nest" districts within the Orange County boundaries. This map currently has two Senate districts fully nested in Orange County however I strongly believe there needs to be three Senate districts fully nested within Orange County to provide sufficient representation to the citizens of Orange County.

Orange County is a community of interest in and of itself. When asked "Where are you from?", a resident responds "Orange County", not his or her city's name. We have our own major daily newspaper, PBS affiliate, performing arts center, professional sports teams, theme parks, bus lines, Cal Trans District, and many other facets that help define Orange County as a community of interest.

I thank you for your tireless efforts and hope that my comments may be of some assistance as you address the redistricting process in Orange County.

Sincerely,

Bill Campbell
Supervisor, Third District
Chairman, Orange County Board of Supervisors
July 8, 2011

Citizens Redistricting Commission  
901 P Street, Suite 154-A  
Sacramento, CA 95814

Dear California Redistricting Commission Members:

As you may have read, California’s recently adopted state budget contains a provision to divert $48 Million annually from Orange County that had been previously pledged to us by the State. This money was set aside in the mid-nineties to pay off debt associated with the Orange County bankruptcy – at that time an equivalent amount of Orange County revenue was traded to the State to make it a revenue neutral solution. Now the state has grabbed that money as part of their budget “fix”. This will have a profound negative consequence for residents of Orange County. Our public safety, park system, and economic vitality are now at additional risk.

I bring this to your attention because this action helps demonstrate why local governments like Orange County are themselves a community of interest. I have been disappointed that past gerrymanders have utilized Orange County residents to bolster the populations of districts based in adjoining counties all to the detriment of Orange County’s fair share of political representation. While Orange County’s coffers are raided, we have to look to non-Orange County resident legislators for help. I hope that this new process will cure this injustice, but I keep reading and hearing of proposals from this commission that seems to repeat this mistake.

I trust that by the end of this process the residents of Orange County will not once again feel cheated. However, I am concerned of reports that La Habra is combined with a Los Angeles County district and Los Alamitos and Rossmoor are put into a different Los Angeles County based district. Our county’s northeastern tier of cities is at risk of being placed into a district that would include other city’s representing three counties.

In order to help you protect the political integrity of Orange County, I would like to respectfully make several suggestions which could assist you in this endeavor.

1. Population dictates that there should be a minimum of four Orange County based Congressional Districts, three Orange County based State Senate Districts and either six or seven Orange County based Assembly seats.
2. To the extent possible, multiple county border crossings should be avoided. Any more than two border crossings will continue the practice of undermining Orange Countians faith in this process.

3. The Cleveland National Forest serves as a natural, physical barrier between counties and if it is crossed it creates districts that are nearly impossible to effectively represent.

4. The Chino Hill Park serves a natural, physical barrier between counties as well. One would never hear of a “Chino Hills Park Community of Interest.” There simply is no close connection between the residents of Yorba Linda and Diamond Bar or the residents of Placentia and Chino Hills.

Recently, in our Board of Supervisors redistricting process, a new plan was tentatively approved. This plan recognizes the Community of Interest of Northeast Orange County by once again placing Brea, Yorba Linda, Anaheim Hills, Orange, Villa Park and North Tustin in the same Supervisor District. These cities have similar demographics and lifestyle and are linked by proximity and a network of freeways and highways including the 57, 55 and 91 freeways along with Imperial Highway and Cannon Road.

Similarly, our redistricting process appropriately combines the cities of Fullerton and Placentia. These two cities are separated by the 57 freeway which, along with Chapman Avenue is the main arterial for commerce and socio-political activity. At the border of these two cities is California State University, Fullerton – a place of distinction for both cities. Placentia and Fullerton are two of the cities in the North Orange County Community College District and Chapman Avenue links the campus of Fullerton Community College to Placentia – even the City Halls of each city are linked by Chapman Avenue (Placentia’s on Chapman and Fullerton’s one block south of Chapman). These cities are tied together through their common interests in higher education, youth sports, commerce and cultural activities.

For larger Senate and Congressional Districts it would make sense to combine all of the aforementioned cities.

I thank you for your tireless efforts and hope that my comments may be of some assistance as you address the redistricting process in Orange County.

Sincerely,

Bill Campbell
Chairman, Orange County Board of Supervisors
Supervisor, Third District
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Subject: Public Comment: 3 - Orange
From: Elizabeth Boylan <elizabethboylan@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 28 Jul 2011 07:39:17 +0000
To: diving city of huntington beach

Message Body:
please do not divide our city

--
This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
From: Esperanza Lindsay <...

Date: Thu, 28 Jul 2011 23:15:55 +0000

To: ...

From: Esperanza Lindsay <...

Subject: City of Orange

Message Body:
Dear Commission Members,

As a resident of the City of Orange, it has come to my attention that you are considering reapportionment of the City of Orange.

That is not in the best interest of our city. Please do not combine us with Anaheim or Santa Ana.

Sincerely,
Esperanza Lindsay

--
This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
To Whom it may concern,
At this late point in time, it is inappropriate to split the City of HB in half. I am a resident of Huntington Beach & I am AGAINST this action.
What's up with the splitting??
You can't be serious!!!
Thank you for your time,
F DeNatale

--
This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
Subject: Public Comment: 3 - Orange
From: Janis Mantini <janis.mantini>
Date: Thu, 28 Jul 2011 18:14:40 +0000
To: 

From: Janis Mantini <janis.mantini>
Subject: Split of Huntington Beach

Message Body:
This latest map splits the City of Huntington Beach in half for the State Senate and Assembly. The city of HB is the 4th largest city in Orange County and this redistricting does not treat it fairly. The city should not be split apart as it will weaken our representation. Take us back to the previous version!

--
This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
Subject: Public Comment: 3 - Orange
From: Jerry Wheeler <jerry.wheeler@example.com>
Date: Thu, 28 Jul 2011 23:30:12 +0000
To: 

From: Jerry Wheeler <jerry.wheeler@example.com>
Subject: Redistricting

Message Body:
While it appeared the maps had been finalized to suddenly see a "12 hour" attempt to marginalize representation seems a bit suspect. To cut up the 4th largest city in the county (Huntington Beach) will force us to potentially lose representation in both the senate and the assembly. This does not serve the interests of anyone in Huntington Beach and certainly not the business community who needs every bit of help in the region that is can muster. I urge you to not split up this great coast, not inland community and give back the representation it deserves.

--
This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
Subject: Public Comment: 3 - Orange
From: john bowden <johnbowden1@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 28 Jul 2011 17:41:26 +0000
To: john bowden <johnbowden1@gmail.com>

From: john bowden <johnbowden1@gmail.com>
Subject: Don't split HB

Message Body:
Please don't split my city. HB is a unit. What is the rational for the split?
It makes no sense. Our city gov't doesn't even have separate districts. We are one 'beach' (coastal) city. If it isn't broke don't fix it!!

--
This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
Subject: Public Comment: 3 - Orange
From: "justin g." <justing@orange.com>
Date: Thu, 28 Jul 2011 22:14:20 +0000
To: justing@orange.com

From: justin g. <justing@orange.com>
Subject: huntington beach

Message Body:
I think it is inappropriate to split the City of HB in half at this very late point in time.

please reconsider.

thank you!

--
This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
Subject: Do not split Huntington Beach in half

Huntington Beach should not be split for house and senate. Split it at westerly property line of Huntington Beach and include Sunset Beach.

We work closely with Newport Beach for services for both cities and Seal Beach works more closely with Los Alamitos and Long Beach.

--

This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
Subject: Public Comment: 3 - Orange
From: Lori Vincent <lori.vincent@citizensredistricting.com>
Date: Thu, 28 Jul 2011 22:28:47 +0000
To: citizens.redistricting.com@citizensredistricting.com

From: Lori Vincent <lori.vincent@citizensredistricting.com>
Subject: Splitting up HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA

Message Body:
The map that came out TODAY splits the city of Huntington Beach in half for our state assembly and senate seats. This means that Huntington Beach will lose its representation in both houses in the state legislature. It is VERY inappropriate to make this decision so late.

As the fourth largest city in Orange County we need to have a vote! PLEASE RECONSIDER YOUR DECISION!!!

--
This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
Subject: Public Comment: 3 - Orange
From: Mary Jo Baretich
Date: Fri, 29 Jul 2011 03:17:47 +0000
To:

From: Mary Jo Baretich
Subject: REDISTRICTING

Message Body:
Please do not split up the City of Huntington Beach into separate Assembly and Senate Districts. The overlapping Cities are demographically different from Huntington Beach, and District support will be disastrous to accomplish.

Please leave the District lines where the currently are.

Thank you,

Mary Jo Baretich
Huntington Beach, CA 92646

--
This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
Citizens Redistricting Commission
901 P Street, Ste. 154-A
Sacramento, CA 95814

Dear Commission Members:

As a resident in the City of La Habra, located in Orange County, I am strongly opposed to the Commission’s plans to place La Habra in Senate and Assembly Districts comprised solely of Los Angeles County cities. La Habra does not share with Los Angeles County communities the same community identity, history, characteristics and relationships, which directly correlate to our vision for the future of La Habra. Rather, is more closely aligned with north Orange County cities, which rely on Orange County-based educational institutions, the Orange County Transportation Authority, the Municipal Water District of Orange County and many other organizations.

Specifically, the City of La Habra should be placed in the DB-YL (Diamond Bar-Yorba Linda) Senate District and either the DBRYL (Diamond Bar Yorba Linda) or ANAFULL (Anaheim Fullerton) Assembly District. The present map visualizations place La Habra in the Los Angeles-Covina Senate District and the Whittier-Norwalk Assembly District. To be the only Orange County city in districts with all Los Angeles County cities is unacceptable as it will compromise La Habra’s representation in public affairs at the State Legislative level.

La Habra needs to be represented by elected officials that understand and share our local vision, goals and objectives. Our success and future is tied to the north Orange County region, and collectively, we need to be represented in Sacramento, not as an afterthought or island at the tail end of a Los Angeles County-dominated district.

I urge you to reconsider the placement of La Habra in the proposed district and realign the City with its other north Orange County communities of interest.

Sincerely,

Barbara L. Romero
Message Body:
We are opposing the split of Huntington Beach into two Assembly and Senate districts. We would fall under the "North" split. Again we oppose the split!

--
This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
Subject: Public Comment: 3 - Orange
From: Pablo H Palomarez >
Date: Thu, 28 Jul 2011 21:55:05 +0000
To: 

From: Pablo H Palomarez <pablopal@gmail.com>
Subject: Huntington Beach

Message Body:
I feel it is inappropriate to split the City of Huntington Beach at this very late point in time. This, coupled with the fact that Huntington Beach is the 4th largest city on the county, makes losing representation in both houses in the state legislature unjust and is completely unwarranted.

--
This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
I'm told that a recent vote of the Commission caused Huntington Beach to be split into two different districts. Very bad idea and I am adamantly opposed.
Subject: Public Comment: 3 - Orange

From: Philip Perry

Date: Thu, 28 Jul 2011 22:41:30 +0000

To: 

From: Philip Perry

Subject: Huntington Beach split

Message Body:
Splitting Orange County's fourth largest city in half makes no sense at all and will reduce our representation in the state government. Please use common sense and vote against this redistricting.

--

This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
Subject: Public Comment: 3 - Orange
From: Robert Lindsay <person1@example.com>
Date: Thu, 28 Jul 2011 23:13:28 +0000
To: City of Orange

Message Body:
Dear Commission Members,

As a resident of the City of Orange I would ask that you please do not split up our city. The City of Orange is unique in Orange County and that it maintain its "small town feel". There is no way to split our city in an equitable manner.

We certainly have a community of interest with communities like North Tustin, the Tustin foothills, Anaheim Hills and the city of Yorba Linda. It is important to me that the City of Orange not be attached to central or west Anaheim or to Santa Ana.

I appreciate your consideration.

Regards,
Robert Lindsay

--
This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
Subject: Spliting of Huntington Beach into Districts

Message Body:
I am very concered with the spliting in differnt districts of Huntington Beach. The community as a whole should be in one voting block. We are very similar to southern coastal cities and totally differnt in needs and demograph from The City of Long Beach.

--
This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
Subject: Splitting HB into two districts
From: Shirley Orlando <
Date: Thu, 28 Jul 2011 07:08:41 +0000
To:

From: Shirley Orlando <
Subject: Splitting HB into two districts

Message Body:
Please ashcan the idea of splitting the district of Huntington Beach in two. One going with Long Beach, and the other with Coastal cities is just plain crazy! I live in North Huntington Beach, not Long Beach!

Thank you.

Shirley W. Orlando

--
This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
Subject: Public Comment: 3 - Orange
From: Steven Rashoff <steven.rashoff@citizensredistricting.com>
Date: Thu, 28 Jul 2011 23:08:15 +0000
To: 

From: Steven Rashoff <steven.rashoff@citizensredistricting.com>
Subject: Huntington Beach Redistricting

Message Body:
As a resident and business owner in Huntington Beach, Orange County's fourth largest city, I find it inappropriate that the city be split in half, particularly at this late point in time.

Thank You

--
This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
Subject: Huntinton Beach split in two

Message Body:

Long Beach is in LA County. It is crazy to split the CITY OF Huntington Beach.

Having worked in Long Beach for 35 years this split makes no sense. Long Beach is a port city with a population of over 400,000.

This split is not fair to LB or HB
    Tom Livengood

--

This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
Subject: Public Comment: 3 - Orange
From: Victoria Alberty
Date: Thu, 28 Jul 2011 21:54:57 +0000
To: 

From: Victoria Alberty
Subject: redistricting Huntington Beach

Message Body:
this is to formally state my opinion that it is terrible to have Huntington Beach split in two for the senate & state assembly seats. HB needs to stay as a whole or we have no representation for us as a city (especially when we are the 4th largest in Orange County). The citizens of Huntington Beach do not wish to have our voice be swallowed up by surrounding cities. thank you for your time.

--
This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
Subject: I OBJECT TO REDIRECTING THAT SPLITS HUNTINGTON BEACH IN HALF.
From: Daralie Hamilton <[masked]>
Date: Thu, 28 Jul 2011 16:02:14 +0000
To: <[masked]>

IT MAKE NO SENSE AT ALL - splitting HB into two separate Assembly Districts does nothing to preserve the efforts this community has put forth to build a one-community spirit of giving, helping, volunteering, working, recreating, living together for our over 100 year history. WE ARE FIRST AND FOREMOST A BEACH COMMUNITY AND WANT TO REMAIN THE THE COASTIAL DISTRICT.

Daralie Hamilton
SUNRISE EQUIPMENT CO.
Subject: Public Comment: 3 - Orange
From: Vivian Katapodis <vkatapodis@citizensredistricting.com>
Date: Thu, 28 Jul 2011 21:58:57 +0000
To: "Citizens Redistricting Commission"

From: Vivian Katapodis <vkatapodis@citizensredistricting.com>
Subject: City of Huntington Beach losing representation in both Houses due to Redistricting

Message Body:
The map that came out TODAY splits the city of Huntington Beach in half for our state assembly and senate seats. This means that Huntington Beach will lose its representation in both houses in the state legislature. As the fourth largest city in Orange County we need to have a vote! Please reconsider and keep Huntington Beach on the map.

Thank you.

--
This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
La Habra has nothing to gained by being incorporated into L.A. County. We feel it is in our best interest to remain in Orange County and not to be swallowed up into the larger L.A. County where our voice on issues of concern to us will be severely diminished. Please do the right thing and let us remain in Orange County where our common interests will continue to be considered. Sincerely, A. L. Taylor
I am extremely dismayed at the lines drawn through the City of Orange. The commission is completely ignoring the interests, character and communities that are unique to the City of Orange and not at all a like community to the City of Santa Ana.

The lines as visualized presently show our city divided unreasonably and give us no true voice except as begging dogs to other neighboring communities. This is especially disturbing given our size and history.

I urge you to rethink your current lines and listen to the people of Orange. Our interests are not those of Santa Ana nor do we deserve to be divided against each other represented by disinterested electeds whose core constituencies resides outside our borders.

Ms. Arianna Barrios
Orange, CA 92866
As a resident of the city of Huntington Beach I am writing to urge you to reconsider splitting the city of Huntington Beach in half for our state assembly and senate seats. I feel that it is inappropriate to make this drastic change at such a very late point in time.

Huntington Beach is the fourth largest city in Orange County we need to have a vote!
From: Alan Ray

Date: Thu, 28 Jul 2011 23:08:03 +0000

Subject: Against splitting up of Huntington Beach in redistricting

Message Body:
The map of the new districts shows Huntington Beach split in two. I am against the splitting of this one community with common needs that can best be represented by a single elected official. The city's issues will not be fully addressed if split between multiple districts. Please reconsider this map and allow this municipality to remain in a single district.

--
This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
Subject: Public Comment: 3 - Orange
From: Anne Mason
Date: Thu, 28 Jul 2011 23:11:52 +0000
To: [Redacted]

From: Anne Mason
Subject: Redistricting

Message Body:
Lifetime resident and homeowner in HB that will vote for proper representation for our city. And promote it!
We have our own unique feel/expectations from government and to blend with surrounding cities will not represent HB in the proper light and be in our interest.

--
This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
Subject: Public Comment: 3 - Orange
From: Barbara Delgleize <barbara.delgleize@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 28 Jul 2011 21:57:54 +0000
To: 

From: Barbara Delgleize <barbara.delgleize@gmail.com>
Subject: splitting of Huntington Beach into two NOT a good idea

Message Body:
Huntington Beach is the fourth largest city in Orange County by splitting the town we would lose our current representation in both houses...I'm not talking about parties I mean our representation for almost 200,000 residents. Please make Huntington Beach whole again so we can have representation in our state assembly and state senate...please make this change today...

Sincerely,

Barbara Delgleize
Resident of HB

--
This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
Subject: Public Comment: 3 - Orange
From: Bob Ewing <.....>
Date: Thu, 28 Jul 2011 22:43:47 +0000
To: 

From: Bob Ewing <.....>
Subject: Huntington Beach

Message Body:
I am asking you to oppose the current redistricting plan. Huntington Beach is the 4th largest city in Orange County and should not be split. A city that size should have it's own representation.
Thanks for you consideration.

--
This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
Subject: Public Comment: 3 - Orange
From: Cynthia Perazzo <cynthia.perazzo@citizensredistricting.com>
Date: Thu, 28 Jul 2011 23:54:38 +0000
To: 

From: Cynthia Perazzo <cynthia.perazzo@citizensredistricting.com>
Subject: Huntington Beach

Message Body:
I strongly believe that Huntington Beach needs to stay in one single district and not divided between 2 districts. Division would put great strain on limited resources to represent the 4th largest city in Orange County effectively. Please reconsider this division and keep Huntington Beach's voice in the House and Senate.

Cynthia H. Perazzo
Huntington Beach, CA

--
This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission